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One-Call/One-Click Advisory Committee 

Meeting Agenda 

Monday, June 27, 2022 

1:00 PM to 3:00 PM 

Attendees: 
Aaron Morrow, Al Ahad Ekram, Alex O’Reilly, Amy Biggs, Brock Howell, Cliff Perry, Deb Witmer, Dorene 

Cornwell, Jeff Abrams, Karia Wong, Phirun Lach, Pran Wahi, Roz Novikova, Sara Sisco, Susan Carter, 

Suzanne Schreck, Tiffany Olsen 

Meeting goals:  
1) provide project update and status report; 2) Review draft data graphics 3) create rough draft for a product 

testing outreach. 

 

Welcome & Introductions  
The Advisory Committee meeting began at 1:05 with introductions and a review of the agenda.  

 

Project Status and Updates 
Bebhinn and Staci shared overall project updates as of June 2022. These updates are: 

1. The Software Vendor selection process is still underway with a decision and announcement anticipated 

in July 2022. As a reminder, all committee members can review the requirements included in the RFP 

on the kcmobility website. https://www.kcmobility.org/ococ-rfp-2022  

2. The project team submitted an application for supplemental funding from WSDOT, due to increased 

labor costs. 

3. Data collection continues. These data feeds are being created by a contractor hired by WSDOT. So far 

10 have been created for services within the OC/OC service areas. This number represents a strong 

testing base for the open trip planner. 

Anyone who has questions or wants an in-depth update is encouraged to connect with Bebhinn. 

 

Review: The Role of Data in Phase 1  
This portion of the meeting was recorded for note taking purposes. A full transcript and recording can be found 

at this link. The committee reviewed two graphics drafted by the project team. These graphics can be found 

here: https://irp.cdn-website.com/c86a044e/files/uploaded/One-Call-One-Click-graphics.pdf  

 

Meeting Recording: 

https://us02web.zoom.us/rec/share/YYa7LGJf36A1OSAwS_uhu0FPnhCHAV337yrOXZyKBhxuKDpk2YOg7

Z-d1FTXXYw.03XVv8iHw-1REL60  

 

Access Passcode: Y@$@jj6B 

 

The review of the drafted graphics and suggested edits and adjustments are summarized here: 

• Intended audience for these graphics: someone who is familiar with the project of one call and click, 

perhaps less familiar with the technical elements, the informational elements that are required to create a 

functioning system. This graphic does not try to argue for the need of an OC/OC. 

https://www.kcmobility.org/ococ-rfp-2022
https://irp.cdn-website.com/c86a044e/files/uploaded/One-Call-One-Click-graphics.pdf
https://us02web.zoom.us/rec/share/YYa7LGJf36A1OSAwS_uhu0FPnhCHAV337yrOXZyKBhxuKDpk2YOg7Z-d1FTXXYw.03XVv8iHw-1REL60
https://us02web.zoom.us/rec/share/YYa7LGJf36A1OSAwS_uhu0FPnhCHAV337yrOXZyKBhxuKDpk2YOg7Z-d1FTXXYw.03XVv8iHw-1REL60
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• Committee members suggest adding clarity to the term GTFS  

o Caution against simply using the acronym as a noun because it may increase confusion. 

• Suggest re-writing using plain language 

• Other feeds which could be included in future phases: GTFS Real Time and Pathways. Graphic needs to 

make clear what is included in OC/OC and when. 

• Suggested edit to graphic layout:  the inputs coming in from the top, and then like the application being 

in the middle and then the outputs coming out underneath that so you can kind of get a sense of what's 

input in what's output. 

  

Future conversation topic: which potential future feeds are most important for the OC/OC system? 

 

Brainstorm: Drafting a User Testing Outreach Plan  
 

The next section is a brainstorm and review of user testing. The section began with a few definitions. All of 

these types of user testing are intended elements for the OC/OC project team. The drafted user testing document 

can be found here: https://irp.cdn-website.com/c86a044e/files/uploaded/OCOC_User%20Testing.pdf  

 

1. Traditional Software User Testing:  Likely embedded in the vendor software development process. 

This user testing will include software functionality, de-bugging, etc. 

2.  Initial internal user-testing: The Hopelink Team and Advisory Committee will review past  products 

created by the vendor to test out possible features, identify specific desires for the OC/OC (Summer-Fall 

2022).  

3. Feedback and testing of initial product: Advisory Committee members, select community members 

will use the drafted product (Fall-Winter 2022). 

4. Accessibility Testing: usability for all ages and abilities is the utmost importance. Our platform will 

reach WCAG 2.2 Level AA prior to launch, with the goal of Level AAA standards as we learn and adapt 

(Fall-Winter 2022).  

5. Beta Testing: Product is “soft launched” it will be sent to select community partners, as a fully 

functioning trip planner. Continue to accept feedback on how the product can be improved (Winter – 

Spring 2023). 

 

The intention behind this expanded user testing plan is to increase the opportunity for accessibility and usability 

testing that would otherwise be a small part of the software creation process.  

 

Potential Strategies 
1. Vendor to complete standard testing, ensure full functionality of software.  

2. Vendor offers demo at Advisory Committee Meeting. 

3. Vendor shares links to past products with similar functionality. Receive initial feedback from Advisory 

Committee on usability. Track and document feedback and edits. 

4. Create user scenarios which will test the software. Repeat these scenarios throughout future strategies. 

5. Review product at Advisory Committee Meeting  

6. Product testing with key constituents, people using a variety of assistive technologies.  

7. Conduct pre- and post- focus groups to evaluate usability  

8. Conduct research on accessibility compliance standards most applicable to trip planning and 1-Click 

systems. 

9. Partner with accessibility consultant(s).   

10. Recommend process improvements for future accessibility compliance testing.  

https://irp.cdn-website.com/c86a044e/files/uploaded/OCOC_User%20Testing.pdf
https://www.w3.org/WAI/standards-guidelines/wcag/
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11. Add an sign-up form for current visitors to findaride.org to  opt in to testing beta OC/OC. 

12. Internal Mobility team product testing with Transportation Resources Line calls/requests. 

13. Beta testing expands to key partners. King County 211, medical assistors, King County Mobility Coalition 

members. 

 

Committee Feedback 
• Accessibility testing needs to be higher priority, happen earlier in the timeline. 

• Accessibility and usability reviews and tests throughout the creation process 

o Embedding accessibility throughout earlier phases can also represent significant cost-savings 

• Emphasize accessibility design rather than testing 

• Beyond compliance, accessibility needs to be continuous investment. Ensure that each software update 

maintains usability and accessibility.  

• Usability/accessibility testing with community members who use assistive technology needs to include 

diverse assistive technologies rather than assuming that because it works with one system that it will 

work for all. For example, an phone’s embedded assistant may interact differently than a different set 

up.  

• Process for understanding intended functionality and designing access to each function. 

• Clear feedback loop. How will feedback from testing impact final product. 

• Committee members emphasize continuous testing 

• Mention that focus groups may be a good place to start, but product testing will likely need to go further. 

• Suggested element: phone call to ask questions about using the trip planner; or using the technology. 

• Outreach and informal product promotion and testing at existing community spaces 

Looking Ahead for the Committee  
This committee has existed for a year, and the June session was our last on our calendar hold. Bebhinn requests 

that each committee member complete this improvements survey. Please reach out to offer feedback on meeting 

improvements, meeting frequency, and committee goals. 

 

https://forms.office.com/r/jXdhAMHwCG 

 

Next Steps and Closing  

1. Project team will edit and finalize data explaining graphics 

2. Project team will edit user testing plan; provide more opportunity for feedback 

3. Bebhinn will review survey responses and set up a new calendar hold for the committee. 

 

One-Call/One-Click Advisory Committee Staff Support: 

Bebhinn Gilbert 

King County Mobility Coalition Program Supervisor 

bgilbert@hopelink.org 

(425) 943-6752 
 

 

mailto:bgilbert@hopelink.org

